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Jordan Brand in Muskmelon status is high, at least Melo series has been extended, but recently due to the rise of CPIII and Fly Wade
to join Anthony's position is finally threatened, regardless of the Fly Wade series of ultra high degree of concern, this year with Paul
came to Losangeles, a small city star is finally caught the opportunity. Compared with the years into NBA James, Melo series is
finally out by the eighth generation, but each pair seemed almost all, did not leave too much memory, except for playing excellent
protection outside the no Lebron series show, M8 evaluation of this year is very good, I believe will be a good pair of shoes but
Jordan Brand, the designers must work harder in the Melo series ah, or waste Anthony so a superstar to play in New York.
the new Melo M8 is still very festive Christmas color, just Air Max and teammate Stoudemire Sweep "Christmas" color complement
each other, as the Nike's star endorsement two pairs of shoes which rarely rejects the "flying line" technology has become a large
series of shoes Melo some nostalgia shoes fans love the Melo series are compared with the traditional style, the upper is high,
protection is also very good, all kinds of Nike in recent years by the plastic shoe technology "is also used less, is the representative of
the traditional school.
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today to introduce the Air Jordan 60+ to Hare is a mysterious boots, it has not been officially on sale Nike. From the name you may
have realized that he is to record Jordan in the battle of magic and access 60+ special issue, he not only proved that Jordan and no
one can play, and is also an important symbol of Jordan NBA's career milepost. I don't know if such a pair of fit shoes can touch your
purse. If you want to try eBay, try your luck!
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